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Collection reference  MS REN
Collection title  Letters and sermons of James Renwick (1662-1688), Scottish Covenanter, and others
Shelfmark(s)  MS REN1.1 to MS REN1.2
About this handlist  Scan of an older typescript list

People include: Donald Cargill; Richard Cameron; John McMain; William Guthrie and Robert Walker
James RENWICK
(1662-69)
Scottish Covenanter

   wanting p.177-182. [Also contains letters of Donald Cargill,
   Richard Cameron, and others. Note on p.183: "Written for Sir John
   McKain Octr. 10th 1723". From General Assembly Library.]

   4°. 345 p. Transcriptions dated 1660-62. [One sermon dated:
   '660 Guthrie] and 166' (Renwick). Note on front flyleaf: "Scottish
   Reformed Presbyterian Synod Library. Presented by Robert Walker."